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Welcome from the Dean

Dear Graduates:

On behalf of the NC State Poole College of Management faculty and staff, congratulations to you on this achievement! I also congratulate your family members and friends who supported and encouraged you along the way.

Our top priority as a college of management is the success of our students. We aim to attract, educate and prepare you, our talented and diverse student body, to make meaningful contributions in your chosen fields.

I look forward to staying connected with you and learning about your next steps as you apply what you’ve learned during your time here at NC State.

I am grateful to be part of a college community that celebrates excellence, innovation, inclusion, ethical decision-making — and works tirelessly to think beyond traditional boundaries and to do the extraordinary. You are an important part of that community and are making it possible for us to continue raising the bar for management education at NC State – thank you!

All of us at the Poole College of Management send our best wishes for a bright future.

Frank Buckless  
Stephen P. Zelnak Jr. Dean  
Poole College of Management

Academic Regalia

The bachelor’s degree graduates are wearing a “Wolfpack Red” cap and gown, a tradition that began in 2010.

The master’s and doctoral graduates are wearing the traditional black cap and gown and a colored hood. Of all the components of the academic costume, the hood is most symbolic. The hood’s coloring and size represent the level and subject of degree earned, as well as the institution from which it was awarded. The hood has colors on it in two different places. On one side of the hood there are patches of velvet, and on the other side there are large patches of silk. The silk patches are the colors of the institution that gave the degree. The velvet indicates the area of study.

Faculty typically wear the regalia of the institution from which they earned their highest degree.

The graduates wear a cap or “mortar board” with a tassel. The tassels for the PhD degree are gold, and those for other graduate and professional degrees may correspond to the trimmings on the hoods.

The stoles and cords represent a rich variety of honors and associations in which the graduates have participated during their time at North Carolina State University.

Undergraduate honors are designated by stoles in the following colors:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>GPA Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
<td>3.250 through 3.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
<td>3.500 through 3.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold</td>
<td>***</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
<td>3.750 and above</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jenkins Graduate Programs

Doctor of Philosophy in Economics

Daemyung Lee
Dissertation: Three Essays on Policy Impacts on Labor and Health Outcomes and Food Recalls
Under the direction of Kathryn Boys and Xiaoyong Zheng

Siyan Liu
Dissertation: Estimating School Choice Effects Using Centralized School Assignments
Under the direction of Melinda Morrill and Thayer Morrill

John William Westall
Dissertation: Essays in the Economics of Education
Under the direction of Melinda Morrill

Master of Economics

Kyoungin Choe
Avery Lee Dobbins
Jung Hoon Han
Andrew Phillip Hutchens
Boxi Li
Yue Shan
Muhammad Yadudu
Shiyue Yao
Xi Zhou

Master of Accounting

Brittany Ann Adams
Bryan David Adams
Matthew Alcon
Michael Scott Andrews
Eva Parisa Azmoudeh
Amanda Michelle Ban
Erin Slaughter Beard
Sarah Botts
Kalund Donovan Brodie
Berlyne Charles-Vincent
Elaina Chen
Carson Garrett Chrismon
Callie Aeline Copeland
Rebecca Marie Crumpler
Nicholas John DeMarco
Elizabeth Carrie Drobnak
Derek Spencer Duin
Abby Duncan
Arron Dorian Flowers
Huntre August Fox
Karla Teresa Garibaldi Reyes
Victoria Marie Gervasi
Kyle Gilman
John Guemple
Jonah Pearson Hatley
Hannah Katelyn Headen
Gabriella Marie Iamiceli
Chariti Louise Jackson
Payton Jackson
Anish Jagath
Joseph Dean Jarman
Jacob Keller
Ashley Lucille Kerr
Bora Kim
Brandon Paul Lane
Rachel Ann Lang
Hannah Jane Leskovec
Hong Li
Brianne Marie Locke
Samuel Caleb Main
Jonathan Labi Malote
Marissa Caroline Martin
Rebecca Lee Matthews
Nathan Connor McCloskey
Alexes McNeil
Kelly Gail Moore
Hannah Rose Moyle
Kathryn Nelson
Marley Brown Nelson
Daniel O’Dirling
Kendra Palmer
Vijayasi Chakravarthi
Parthasarathy
Sarah Daw Petersen
Tung Phung
Laura Jacqueline Powell
Margaret Prochaska
Carly Gabrielle Proctor
Connor Alexander Quillen
Kaitlyn Edna Quinn
Christian Diane Rhoney
Katelyn Mae Roberts
Precious Joi Rogers
Michael Scott Ruthberg
Kristina Theresa Schuster
Kritika Singhal
Jeffery Todd Sisson Jr.
Ciance Smith
Casey Elizabeth Snodgrass
Lily Spence
Joseph Carl Squiers
Anna Frances Thompson
Matthew Thomas Thomson
Oscar Andres Urzua Cabello
Ryan van der Poll
Jacob Stephen VanDyne
Christopher Brooks Vaughn
Thomas Vaughn
Amanda Nicole Wagoner
Lewis Edwin Watson V
Kristen Leigh West
Christopher Shane West
Victoria Janell Williams
Kiersten Woodring
Justin Yim
Anna Zhao

Master of Business Administration

Mahomet Accilien
Saurabh Agarwal
Faysal G. Al-zabit
Aldo Estevam Ambrosio
Christopher Wesley Araj
Guillermo Junior Ayalal
Benjamin Troy Bagwell
Satkunanathan Balakumaran
Tanner Joshua Baxley
Gergely Berta
Harshit Harish Bhavsar
Jesse Blackmon
Raed Mohammad Anwar
Beth Philemon
Ali M. Bozorg
Nolan Kassel Bradley
Noah James Breit
Todd Erik Brown
Katelin Brownfield
Rebecca Ellen Budd
Matthew Edward Bullard
Robert Burnham
Jennifer Michelle Butler
Jennifer Ann Callahan
Grace Carrell
Colton Childers
Tianna Nicole Coon
David Andrew Crawford
Jacqueline Denise Cromity
Jessica Beth Crowley
Joel Benjamin Damin
Geena Marie Davis
Brittni DeSander
Mariam Deo Diallo
James Wesley Dickson
Amy Catherine Dorney
Monica Louise Driscoll
Seth Dunnagan
Andrew Jacob Evans
Blanca Franco
Bryant Michael Futryk
Vercie Chivon Gant
Kelsey Leigh Gehr
Oscar Gonzalez Llama
Srithari Gopalakrishnan
Matthew Guida
Ahmad Haghzadehkhataei
Heouston Lamont Hall
Colby Quinn Hammonds
Brianna Yvette Hampton
Rachel Haynes
Nevin Heckman
Brian Thomas Hendrix
Peter Jackson Holmes
William L. House
Rahul Jaiswal
Christopher Wade Johnson
Augusto Xavier Jurado
Madhav Ashok Kadam
Ashley Lynn Kelly
Pratmatma Khanal
Varun Khandige
Erika Elizabeth Kido
Mina Labib
Benjamin Powell Lamar
Steven Melville Lang
Scott Allen Lassell
Lizhao Lin
Andrew Charles Lipetzky
Anarita Lynch
Leonardo Magalhaes
Stephen Flynn McAdams
Caty Alice-Rose Metcalf
Sahib Farzana Moonmoon
Nicholas Jurgen Moore
Margaret Ann Moriarty
Cristiano Diniz Mota
Kristine Newman
Quy Bach Nguyen
Caitlin Marie O’Neil
John-Paul Crawford Overton
Jessy Danielle Oxenberg
Edward D. Parrilla
Mayuresh Sanjay Patankar
Beth Philemon
Shellie Marshall Pressley
Alexander W. Prior
Chantee Wynette Quarles
Kiara Marie Richardson
Chance Russell Robinson
Dustin Robert Rogers
Carly Rende Reuther Rowley
Nicholas Gregory Sager
Mahendran Selvarathnam
Katherine Nicole Sharpton
Morgan Elease Shearon
Ariel M. Shulman
Rachel Aliina Smith
Wenchao Song
Michael C. Staton
Dhruvi Ranjit Trivedi
Amy Wares

Summer 2021

Master of Accounting

Lionel Cabrera
Wei Ding
Alexander Derek Donne
Joshua Holley
Kevin A. Jarman II
Anna Josey Kemp
Amy Lamp
Jenna Brock McMellmore
Tram Nguyen
Brian Anthony Smith
Parker Steven Smith
Roypim Strait
Chris Thomas

Master of Business Administration

Rebecca L. DeSano
Alexa Mae Gentile
Theodore Jackson Slusher

Master of Management

Global Luxury

Kristen Gabrielle Ash
Cydni Denise Baldwin
Emily Speir Barry
Heloise Pauline Beucher
Eshaan Vinesh Bhosle
Lauren Taylor Boyd
Daniel Metcalf Braden
Olivia Charlotte Therese
Bruguiere
Jenkins Graduate Programs Special Recognitions

McLauchlan Leadership Fellows
Saurabh Agarwal
Raed Mohammad Anwar
Boukeileh
Robert Burnham
Joel Benjamin Damin
James Wesley Dickson
Kelsey Leigh Gehr
Oscar Gonzalez Llama

Jenkins Graduate Programs
National and International Academic Honor Societies

Spring 2021
Beta Gamma Sigma\textsuperscript{*}
Saurabh Agarwal
Amanda Michelle Ban
Carson Garrett Chrismon
Tianna Nicole Coon
Brian Thomas Hendrix
Joseph Dean Jarman
Christopher Wade Johnson
Jacob Keller
Benjamin Powell Lamar
Rachel Ann Lang
Marley Brown Nelson
Jessy Danielle Oxenberg
Kristina Theresa Schuster
Kritika Singhal

Summer 2021
Beta Gamma Sigma\textsuperscript{*}
John T. Caldwell Scholars\textsuperscript{+}
Christian Diane Rhoney

Phi Beta Kappa\textsuperscript{*}
Saurabh Agarwal
Carson Garrett Chrismon
Brian Thomas Hendrix
Charles David Townsend

+ Students who were inducted during their Poole College of Management graduate studies.

Summer 2021
Master of Accounting
Sachin Iyengar

Hannah Nicole Butler
Zakaria Dich
Maxence Camille Andre Grellet
Kasie Lynn Harold
Maxence Camille Andre Grellet
Mia Diana Perry
Victoire Petit
Guillaume Pascal Pouligny
Edouard Michel Raphael
Pourchier
Justine Lucille Alexandra
Recapet
Kendall JoAnna Rouse
Loic Jacques Marie Salaun
Darlasia Salmon
Ines Saussereau
Tanaysha Alexeux Smith
Hannah Tyson
Brooke Elizabeth Vasi
Heather Priscilla Williams
Alexander George Williamson
Yueling Zhu

Summer 2021
Victoire Petit
Guillaume Pascal Pouligny
Edouard Michel Raphael
Pourchier
Justine Lucille Alexandra
Recapet
Kendall JoAnna Rouse
Loic Jacques Marie Salaun
Darlasia Salmon
Ines Saussereau
Tanaysha Alexeux Smith
Hannah Tyson
Brooke Elizabeth Vasi
Heather Priscilla Williams
Alexander George Williamson
Yueling Zhu

+ Students who were inducted during their Poole College of Management graduate studies.
Poole College of Management Undergraduate Programs

Bachelor of Science in Accounting

Maggienella Basile**
Aaron Louise Ball*
Isaac Bell**
Jerry Luke Bowers**
Taylor Nicole Coyne**
Dennis Dremsizov**
Koler Lane Ellis*
Robert A. Fontana**
Jessica Gomez Ayala***
Mckenzie Catherine Greene***
Maitland Elizabeth Gurney***
Grant Nicholas Kallam***
Melanie Kisting
Blair Lubben**
Nicholas Lugo
Jansen Daley Manley
Miriam Miller
Michael Arch Munday**
Suzanne Lise Ngn
Gregory Tucker Nobles**
Ziv Profesorsky***
Ethan Caleb Raub***
Paulina Rodriguez Garcia*
Charlotte E. Roskilly
Christopher Jordan Rotan**
Leah Schmidt
Jonathan Maxwell Steele***
Charles Scott Strickland*
Grace Kathryn Terrel***
Nam Tran***
Tommy Tan Truong*
Russell Charles Warner**
Michael Collin Waterbury**

Financial Analysis

McKenzy Bethune*
Pierce Coombs**
Joshua Osamu Cooper
Zachary Thomas Cowin
Samantha Dominique Crossen***
William Darden*
Noah Taylor Davison*
Madelyn Elizabeth Day*
Devin William Eason
Tyler BreeAnna Evans
Eamon Fogler*
Austin Anthony Force*
Chandler Reid Frazier* 
Donovan B. Gamboa*
Kaylee Elizabeth Green**
Olivia Guidone*
Tristan McGivit Gwynn***
Mackenzie Lynn Hudson**
Justin Thomas Kempf***
Yasmine Lansari***
Nathan Justus Lawson**
Andrew Brennan Lee**
Bailey Ashlynn Maltsa**
Meredyth Brooke Neal**
Dristi Deven Patel**
John William Pierce*
Sierra Christine Puryear
Joseph Raymond*
Bryan Domingo Rios Carrillo
Layth Salman
George Samuel Shara***
Samantha Lee Tompkins***
Michael Asa Van Buren*
Matthew Harrison Wagner***
Guang Wang
Zixuan Wang

Government/Nonprofit

Grey Y. Davis*
Christine Nicole Teague
Nikolas William Young

Information Systems

Tyler James Bridges***
Christian Christophe
Luke Foster**
Sharon Kimberly Harris***
Kyle Michael Hespeler*
Benjamin Lasovsky*
Matthew John Lee**
Xinyang Li*
Andrew Russell Morton**
Nikantha Neupane*
Connor Steven Pendergrass
Edgar Raul Rodriguez*
Kamryn Breanne Smyre
Madison Leigh Vass

Internal Auditing

Safiya B. Ali**
Meghan Leeann Barefoot**
Zhengxuan Chen
Sara Beth Jewell*
Ka Wai Lam**
Amada Caroline Matthews

Managerial

Carson Best
John Patrick Flavin
James Bradford Hollenhead
Jeffrey J. Palombella**
Nargiza Turakulova
Spencer N. Weiss***
Menghan Xia

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration

Entrepreneurship

Anas Affane*
Michael Blake Ballance
Margaret Hope Banko

Finance

Davion Anderton***
Catherine Chloe Argay**
Cuan Ajani Bailey
Alex Carson Barber*
Charles Adam Barnette
Kathryn Barrett**
Alec Eugene Barzach***
Jackson Avery Baum
Colin Michael Bentley
Bastien Jacques Marcel
Bequet***

* Cum Laude: GPA of 3.250 through 3.499
** Magna Cum Laude: GPA of 3.500 through 3.749
*** Summa Cum Laude: GPA of 3.750 and above
Zaynab Samira Khalifa
Se Hyun Kim
Esther Lee
Adela Li*
Rachel Marie Livingston
Katie Lynn McDaniel**
Andrea Nicole Medina**
Smith Thomas Morgan*
Christopher Wayne
Neuenschwander**
Mackenzie Lane Obermeyer**
Dane Anthony Palazzo**
Harrison Ramsey*
Sarah Rose Richardson**
Itzel Rojas Galvan
Maria Stephanie Saric
Paige Shields**
Tahirah Siddiqui**
Taylor Lehmann Sook***
Mary Ella Spengler**
Hope Elizabeth Tyson**
Grayson Paige Vick*
Theodore Langston Walker
Kristin Caressa Whitley
Ann Hudson Williams*
Madison Wilson**
Lexie S. Windell
Gordon C. Wong

Information Technology
Abdisalan Mohamed Abdibari
Margaret Grace Aldridge**
Jimmy Aleman
Andrew Winter Armstrong***
Kawther W. Asad*
Matthew Asbill**
Richard Baker*
Urmu Bhatt
Benjamin Peter Bilhorn
Matthew James Boezeman*
Thomas Richard Bullard
Savannah Casto***
Katherine Anh Clapp***
Alexandra Taylor Cook*

Jackson A. Cornblum
Michael Nicholas Cronin***
Solynna Gentle Crownson
Ethan Walker Cullis**
Jonathan Henry Delgado**
Gilberto Villafuerte Dominguez
Chad M. Eggers
Tyler BreeAnna Evans
Stephen Michael Falvey
Jingjing Fang***
Poorna Gandhi*
Patrick Michael Goings
Pranay K. Golla
Jessica Gomez Ayala***
Ashton N. Green*
Nicole Ann Grouge***
Brandon George Haga**
Noor Hashem Hasan
Colton Beckham Hayes
Madison Hedrick
Aulden Michael Hopper**
Ethan Cole Jackowitz***
Jingyao Jia*
Ray Brennan Jones
Dong Jin Kai Kang*
Gil Kiesler*
Hannah Bailey King*
Robert Walter Kreidler*
Ka Wai Lam**
Jasmine Leon-Torres
Ethan Charles List***
Ying Liu*
Zhongke Ma*
Aishwarya Madhavan***
Aidan McCarthy
Deja Nikale McCoy
Shannon Higgins McElligott
Cameron Micham
Lindsey Jane Munster
Kevin Nguyen*
Adriana Stephanie Ortiz
Dristi Deven Patel**
Maitri Parag Patel
Ezekiel George Peay IV*
Justin Antoine Peterkin

Nicolette R. Price**
Suraj Rai**
Evan Cannon Reyer
Joseph Daniel Rivenbark
Mark Sami Salama**
Abraheem Abdullah Saleh
Dennis Ponce Sarozo*
Kathryn Jennings Sharpe**
Alston Gregory Shields
Gurdeep Singh
Bradley Ryan Smith***
Thomas Michael Stapleton
John D. Thorn
Morgan Nicole Trotter*
Leonard Kurt Tuenker***
Daniel Vimont**
Jacob H. Walls**
Morgan Leigh White***
Malik Williams
Samantha Margaret Williams**
Lucas Dalton Windley*
Haley Nicole Wooten**
Rachel Worley***
Khadiya Raed Yassin*
Aymn Zendah
Matias Xavier Zertuche**
Evon Anthony Zullo**

Marketing
Hayden McKinnley Adams
Anna E. Adcock
DeAnna Oghenekome
Akpobiyeri***
Cassie Nicole Alphin
Ashley Marie Andreasen*
Jeremiah P. Anness
Madison Paige Bagwell
Jaylen M. Bailey*
Lauren Elizabeth Barrett*
Rosisela Barroso
Justin James Baucom
Tyler Scott Bausch***
Riley Fredrica Becker
Haley Berar***

Hannah Catherine Bergen
Samuel Thomas Blevins
Anna Borowski
Casey Eleanor Brannigan**
Patrick Douglas Broussard
Isabel Kathryn Casey**
Erin Morgan Cloninger
Allen Raymond Cooper
Olivia Leigh Cooper*
Miguel Angel Cortes
Micaela Therese Cortner
Scotty Crouthamel**
Kai C. Crutchfield
Daniel M. Daily
Marie Camille Dambre***
Abigail Georgia Davies-Cutting*
Connor L. Dirmmitt
Michael Sean Doggett
Rachel Emily Dooley**
Lauren Drakulic
Matthew Curtis Dunke
Caroline Ann Durham
Gracyn Hope Easton*
Brian Emery
Christopher John Falchi*
Abby Nicole Farrell***
Brandon A. Fleming*
Eamon Fogler*
Amy Claire Futrai*
Hanna Rose Gannett***
Carlotta Ghisleri***
Raquel Garcia Ramos***
Alejandro Garcia Sabate
Caroline Brooke Garrett***
Lauren Lefere Geikie***
Sarah Godkin*
Sophia Danielle Gonzalez
Jessica Riley Goodwin
Kelsey Noelle Gray***
Andrea Marie Gulley*
Avery Gunther**
Madison Taylor Guthrie*
Kelsea Renée Hall**
Christopher David Halmrast***
Madison Lee Hamrick

* Cum Laude: GPA of 3.250 through 3.499
** Magna Cum Laude: GPA of 3.500 through 3.749
*** Summa Cum Laude: GPA of 3.750 and above
Natalie Grace Hartofelis**
Carly Isabelle Hash**
Bryan Samuel Hellman*
Ashton Leigh Hensley*
Levi James Hess
Ngoc Kim Hoang***
Todd Mathews Holbrook**
Sydney Michelle Holmes
James Horner
Ashlyn Faith Howerton***
Muhammad Ibrahim**
Gabriella Rosetta Imbasciani**
Lilah Faith Ivey*
Grace Kylee Jackson**
Skylar Jones***
Andrew Paul Kaczynski
Emily Rebecca Katz***
Jacob Kelsey
Jackson Thomas Kessel**
Zain Khawaja
Katy Lorraine Kilbourne***
Chloe McKenna Kirkpatrick
Brianna Carol Kuzma***
Grace Ann Lasarsky***
Anna Jeanne Leahan***
Maya Michelle Lee*
Catherine Alexander Lilley
Samuel Charles Marsh**
Ryan Anthony McAtee*
Silvana Camila Merlos
Jason Mitchell Mills***
David Yuriy Mirzoyan
Ayah A. Mohamed*
Thomas Jacob Moore
Sarah Campbell Morgan*
Naisaan Neekan Nadimi***
Samuel Edward Newhouse
Matthew Robert Norris***
Erik Andrew Olson**
Benjamin Michael Parker
Sally Paige Parker**
Eisley Parks**
Maria Julia Correia Marques* Pedrotti***
Vanessa Michelle Perdomo*
Olivia Lauren Perini
Joseph Scott Pomrehn**
Julia Taylor Poole***
Emma Anne Qualls
Lillian Grace Quinn*
Maximilian Ragosta
Jenna Michelle Reed***
Elizabeth Anne Reidy**
John Connell Rivas*
Kaitlin Layne Robertson***
Anna Sinclair Rogers
Elise Kathryn Romola*
Justin John Russell
Kevin Alejandro Salcido
Bailey Annise Sampson*
Iphigenia Sarrmanolis**
Jacob Lee Schell
John Steven Schroeder
Zakaria Raymond Selwaeh
Olivia Bryna Rose Sharpe
Savannah Rose Shaw*
Thomas Silknitter*
Landon Thomas Silveri***
Sara Woodward Sloan
Julian Michael Sodano
Cassidy Lauren Somers**
Hallie Caroline Stevens*
Nicole Lynn Storie***
Gavin Stuart*
Samuel James Tate*
Dawson Grace Taylor*
Nicole Catherine Taylor* Celeste Stephanie Tellado***
Maria Torre Núñez***
Jessica Elizabeth Townsend
Emily Ann Urtz***
Aayushi Rajankumar Vadalia
Alexander Vedetta-Storwick*
Karina Vital*
Francesco Vincenzo Vuoto***
Nicole Marie Webb**
Taylor Kelsey Wellman***
Aaron White*
Sarah Jean Wienecke*
Tariq Wilson
Matthew Lawrence Yager
Michelle Yamnitsky*
Natalen Gennis Zepeda Molina*
Tina Yi Ting Zheng
Brigid Lynx Zietlow*

** Operations and Supply Chain Management

Jared Owen Beshgetoorian***
Alaina Alexandra Bowen**
McKinney Lee Brooks*
Ryan Alexander Bussell**
Trey William Corrher***
Lucie Jeanne Crevier***
Tyler Crotts**
Callie Louise Davis
Alec Reid DeHaven**
William James Decker*
Alicia Gabrielle Develli
Benjamin T. Dewitt***
Hayleigh Noel Edwards
Logan Thomas Edwards*
Jason Christopher Esposito***
Brendan Ferguson***
Olivia Christine Fisher***
Luke Foster**
Ryan Joseph Fowler*
Madison Brooke Francisco
Peter Jeffrey Freije**
Grant Bernard Gibson
Jacob T. Gilley**
Emily Rose Goldblatt
Allison Mackenzie Hall*
Andrew Mallory Harbour***
Elizabeth Jean Harford**
Jonathon Benjamin Harriss***
Katherine Carol Havey*
William Wray Henshaw
Dylan Henson*
Loy Brem Hoke
Dylan Scott Horn
Laurel Rose Ilmberger-Fischer
Brett Thurman Kinneman*
Brock Kloeppe*
David Levi Kloiber*
Nicolas Javiel Lamberth*
Benjamin Lasovsky*
Nathan Justus Lawson*
Alaina Kaye Martineau***
Justin Louis Mason
Zane McCarthy
Marcus Guy Mefferd
Amanda Margaret Meredith***
Kyle Robert Miller
Anna Louise Moore*
Charles Norwood Moorman*
Johnathan Hunter Morton
Al Naimul Naem*
Andrew Davis Nelson*
Anton Nicholas O’Brien
Mark Oakley***
Zachary Morgan Pacious***
Dillon Matthew Parker
Alexis Erin Pyle**
Kendall Elizabeth Quigley*
Joseph Raymond*
Andrew Norris Renegar*
Dylan John Rice*
Joshua Lee Roberts
David Lee Rogers
Austin James Rooks**
Thomas Mitchell Runyon*
Aamna Koh-E-Noor Salim*
Leyton Christopher Shoupe*
Brea Smith*
Camden Frederick Speight**
Will Steitz**
Devon Justine Stepp**
Parker Charles Stevens*
Alexander James Tabaczynski
Jonathan Michael Tarver
Clayton Holbrook Teal*
Zachary Vincent Turman***
Jackson Arthur Whiting*
Charles Lewis Woodlief*
Julia Amber Zachgo*

* Cum Laude: GPA of 3.250 through 3.499
** Magna Cum Laude: GPA of 3.500 through 3.749
*** Summa Cum Laude: GPA of 3.750 and above
Bachelor of Arts in Economics
Anna Borowski
Sarah Elizabeth Brincefield*
Daniel Carter Bullard*
Thomas Richard Bullard
Stephen Dahloff***
Grey Y. Davis*
Louis Anthony Di Filippo
Devin Jayson Farrell***
Ivan Jerald Ferrette*
Theodore Maurice Gaither II***
William Stephen Garrett
Gilbert Griffin Gerber***
Yifei Hao*
Harrison Albert Hayne***
Yiheng Huang
Mason Christian Ingle***
Paul Janos*
Matthew Ross Kennedy
Soo Hyun Kim**
Alexander Matthew Lonergan***
Manuel Lopez-Mejia
Daniel Charles McElravey*
Andrew Merrill*
Ryan Patrick Moore***
Cody Saxe Nance
John Nieters
Matthew Dalton Seagroves*
Aiden Hicks Spencer***
Kyle Douglas Sullivan**
Michael Collin Waterbury**
Warren Stewart Whitley*
Shikun Zhou**

Bachelor of Science in Economics
Alyssa M. Black*
Christopher George Blackey***
Caroline Mae Sahagun Buaron*
Andrei Mari Tompong Chan*
Liam Thien Dao***
Alexandria Madison Ellis
Chen Fang***
Shang Gao***
Judson Douglas Griffin**
Teague Hagerty***
Christian Leonard Hampton
John McCann Harris***
Alex Ismael Herrera*
Brian Bartholf Hiltabidle*
Andrew Huber*
Spencer Noah Lashbrook*
Jacob McCoy***
Patrick Sean Monahan***
Bradley Thomas Moreau***
Niall Patrick Nugent***
Joseph Benjamin Oder
Olumayowa Iyanu-Oluwa
Ogunmola***
Philip Grant Pitman***
Benjamin Edward Schwartz*
Robert William Seybold***
Yongyan Su**
Gabriellus Susteris
Jason Tola***
Anusha Sri Tummallapalli*
Fengshun Wang
Samuel John Young*

Bachelor of Science in Accounting
Summer 2021
Blaire Ashley Brookreson*
Samantha Noelle Falowski**
Thomas James Fallon*
Sarah Enloe Howell
James William McOwen
Laura Grace Overby**
Cristian Edwards Severini*

Financial Analysis
Jonathan Butler**
Marlon Kristopher Kinnard
Benjamin Edward Nelson
Ryan Ong*
Yongqi Tan**

Government/Nonprofit
Erin Monaghan*

International Auditing
Camilo Jose Albers
Yareli Delgado Diaz

Managerial
Nicholas Palmer Connell*

Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
Entrepreneurship
McCollum Boykin Brakebill
Erik Snowden Crist
Ethan James DeSilva*
James William Revels

Finance
Rasha Ali Altiee*
Victor Cole Dowless*
Carson L. Foscue***
Hena Mitesh Gandhi***
Kyra Suzann Grotsky***
Claire Elizabeth Hanshaw***
Todd Howard
Sarosh Kanakaparambi
Santosh**
Payton Hailey Kerr
Rimma Malikova Lee**
Steven Daniel Pharr*
Cason Taylor Stanley
Isaiah Townsend*
Elisha Wellum***
Jeremy Lawrence Wilborn**

Human Resources
Shauntel Y. Anderson
Tyler James Baker
Abigail Jane Buchanan*

Operations and Supply Chain Management
Katherine Bennett*
Ian Thomas Hutchison
Christopher J. Lyle
Sara Jacqueline Reyes

Bachelor of Arts in Economics
Brooks Barton Gaster
Yanran Peng*

Bachelor of Science in Economics
Tianci Chen**
Adam Benjamin Oathout

Bachelor of Science in Economics
Christopher Engin Konanc
John Pavlansky

* Cum Laude: GPA of 3.250 through 3.499
** Magna Cum Laude: GPA of 3.500 through 3.749
*** Summa Cum Laude: GPA of 3.750 and above
North Carolina State University
Special Undergraduate Recognitions

University Honors Program
Bryan Samuel Hellman
Aishwarya Madhavan
Morgan Nicole Trotter
Thomas Stephen Walsh

University Scholars Program
DeAnna Oghenekome Akpobiyeri
Margaret Grace Aldridge
Grace Ann Davis
Grey Y. Davis
Kelsey Noelle Gray
Sharon Kimberly Harris
Aulden Michael Hopper
Ashlyn Faith Howerton
Cayley Suzanne Kennedy
Melanie Kisting
Grace Ann Lasarsky
Ryan Patrick Moore
Dristi Deven Patel
Joseph Raymond
Jenna Michelle Reed
Troy Christopher Reid
Elizabeth Anne Reidy
Bradley Ryan Smith
Nicole Lynn Storie
Sarah Jean Wienecke
McKenna Wieten
Lindsay Finnegan Wrege
Kelly Ziyu Xia

Alexander Hamilton Scholars
Alexandra Taylor Cook
Abigail Georgia Davies-Cutting
Gabriella Rosetta Imbasciani
Maya Michelle Lee
Adriana Stephanie Ortiz
Maria Julia C M Pedrotti

Economics Honors Program
Grey Y. Davis
Judson Douglas Griffin

Business Analytics Honors Program
Anas Affane
Margaret Grace Aldridge
Matthew Asbill
Sara Awan
Savannah Casto
Ethan William Conklin
Liam Thien Dao
Thomas Patrick Driscoll
Jason Christopher Esposito
Jingjing Fang
Brendan Ferguson
Austin Anthony Force
Luke Foster
Peter Jeffrey Freije
Hanna Rose Gannett
Jessica Gomez Ayala
Kelsey Noelle Gray
Nicole Ann Grouge
Brandon George Haga
Teague Hagerty
Connor Michael Haggarty
Christopher David Halmrast
Sharon Kimberly Harris
Kyle Michael Hespeler
Ashlyn Faith Howerton
Dong Jin Kai Kang
Cayley Suzanne Kennedy
Jonathan Koletic
Benjamin Lasovsky
Jordan Nathaniel Lunsford
Jena Bridget Massing
Amanda Margaret Meredith
Andrew Russell Morton
Oluayowa Iyanu-Oluwa Ogunmola
Dristi Deven Patel
Addison Pinkney
Ethan Caleb Raub
Joseph Raymond
Jenna Michelle Reed
Colin Patrick Reyer
Dylan John Rice
Benhor Samson
Kathryn Jennings Sharpe
Bradley Ryan Smith
Devin Justine Stepp
Nicole Lynn Storie
Dawson Grace Taylor
Willem Neruda Velazquez
Witosky
Ruben Omar Vences
Karina Vital
Jacob H. Walls
Russell Charles Warner
Spencer N. Weiss
Morgan Leigh White
Danielle Nicole Whitman
Haley Nicole Wooten

International Business Dual Degree
French-American
Bastien Jacques Marcel Bequet
Lucie Jeanne Crevier
Marie Camille Genevieve
Suzanne Dambre

German-American
Alexandra Miriam Knapheide
Christina Henriette Schoepflin

Italian-American
Riccardo Bordoni
Carliotta Ghisleri
Alexander Vescovi Frolichsthal
Francesco Vincenzo Vuoto

Spanish-American
Juan Bosco Bunzl Pelayo
Raquel Garcia Ramos
Alejandro Garcia Sabate
Maria Torre Núñez

Poole Leadership Program
Christopher John Falchi

Summer 2021
International Business Dual Degree
German-American
Sarah Thumm
Undergraduate Programs
National and International Academic Honor Societies

**Beta Alpha Psi**
Isaac Bell
Jerry Luke Bowers
Christian Christophe
Joshua Osamu Cooper
Samantha Dominique Crossen
Will Darden
Yareli Delgado Diaz
Koler Lane Ellis
Mckenzie Catherine Greene
Maitland Elizabeth Gurney
Ashton Leigh Hensley
Tommy Lam
Yasmine Lansari
Xinyang Li
Bailey Ashlynn Maltba
James William McOwen
Andrew Russell Morton
Meredyth Brooke Neal
Ryan Ong
Dristi Deven Patel
John William Pierce
Ethan Caleb Raub
Paulina Rodriguez Garcia
Leah Schmidt
Russell Charles Warner
Lauren Lefer Geikie
Mckenzie Catherine Greene
Ashlyn Faith Howerton
Katy Lorraine Kilbourne
Jonathan Koletic
Blair Lubben
Aishwarya Madhavan
Quentin Rochas
Nathan S. Rofail
Robert William Seybold
Bradley Ryan Smith
Spencer N. Weiss

**Omicron Delta Epsilon**
Grey Y. Davis
Theodore Maurice Gaither II
Yifei Hao
Alex Ismael Herrera
Paul Janos
Ryan Patrick Moore
Niall Patrick Nugent
Philip Grant Pitman
Matthew Dalton Seagroves
Robert William Seybold
Anusha Sri Tummallapalli
Samuel John Young

**Beta Gamma Sigma**
Jared Owen Beshgetoorian
Thomas Patrick Driscoll

**Phi Beta Kappa**
Brianna Rose Breidt
Ryan Patrick Moore

The Poole College of Management Story

At the Poole College of Management, we instill an entrepreneurial mindset in all our students, so that each of them will bring creative and innovative thinking to bear on business problems. We build analytical skills into every program, so graduates leave here ready to lead — whether in a two-person tech startup or a Fortune 500 boardroom.

We’re also deeply rooted in NC State’s history as a university that excels at science, technology, engineering and math. The result: a dynamic research and learning environment for our students and our partners in business and industry.

The Poole College of Management was founded in 1992 as NC State’s first College of Management. The college is fully accredited by the AACSB. The strength and relevance of the college’s programs have led to three landmark gifts: Jenkins Graduate School of Management 2007 (Benjamin P. Jenkins, III); Poole College of Management 2010 (Lonnie C. Poole Jr.); Zelnak Dean’s Chair 2014 (Stephen P. Zelnak Jr.).

**Essential Facts and Figures**

- Nearly 100 full-time faculty members engaged in purposeful research that generates knowledge and drives economic development
- Nearly 4,000 total undergraduate and graduate students
- Bachelor’s degrees in accounting, business administration, economics
- Master’s degrees in accounting, business administration, economics, management
- Doctoral degree in economics
- 15+ concentrations across academic programs, ranging from finance and supply chain management to entrepreneurship and marketing
- Hundreds of mutually beneficial corporate relationships advancing faculty scholarship and experiential learning for students
- Six initiatives fostering research, learning and corporate engagement: Business Analytics Initiative, Business Sustainability Collaborative, Enterprise Risk Management Initiative, Entrepreneurship Clinic, Entrepreneurship Collaborative, Supply Chain Resource Cooperative
- Executive education through online and face-to-face learning and development programs
Mission and Values

Mission
The Poole College of Management at NC State University actively engages with industry and academia to create an innovative and collaborative intellectual environment that fosters learning, scholarship and service. We focus on developing and supporting leaders with an entrepreneurial mindset and analytical problem solving capabilities to positively impact our data-rich, dynamic, global economy.

Vision
The Poole College of Management will be recognized as a world-class, innovative college of management that advances business and society.

We Value
- Excellence in all endeavors
- Innovative programs and approaches
- Impact of our scholarship
- Success of our students and alumni
- A culture of diversity and inclusion
- Ethical awareness, decisions and behaviors
- Positive contribution to our global society

Ranked Among the Best
- #6 best value among public universities nationally (U.S. News & World Report)
- #16 in undergraduate entrepreneurship nationally (The Princeton Review, 2021)
- #17 in graduate entrepreneurship nationally (The Princeton Review, 2021)
- #11 best online MBA program (Poets & Quants, 2021)
- #10 supply chain graduate program (Gartner, 2020)
- #11 best master’s in accounting degrees (Great Business Schools, 2020)

Poole Alumni
poole.ncsu.edu/alumni

Dedicated alumni are vital to the future success and growth of the Poole College of Management. We look to alumni to help us achieve our mission towards providing an extraordinary experience for our students and faculty. Students and faculty benefit the most when alumni support Poole College with their time, talent, network and financial resources. From funding vital programs to providing opportunities for growth and support, many alumni enthusiastically return to Poole College to give back and make a difference.

Class of 2021 graduates are receiving a Poole College of Management lapel pin as part of the Poole Pack Alumni Celebration Box. Alumni wear their pins with pride. These Poole pins help spread the reputation of the Poole College of Management, continuing to enhance the college’s prominence.

Stay involved with Poole. Visit the NC State alumni website to register at alumni.ncsu.edu. Keep in touch with us on social media @NCStatePoole. Go Pack!

The Campaign for NC State
The Think and Do the Extraordinary Campaign is the most ambitious fundraising effort in the history of NC State, with a goal of $1.6 billion in private support from the university’s remarkable alumni and friends. We are on a tremendous trajectory. Your financial support of our students, faculty and programs during this Campaign makes a far-reaching, lasting impact on the Poole College of Management. Any gift of any size makes a difference. Collectively, we can change the world. Be part of making the extraordinary possible. campaign.ncsu.edu
North Carolina State University
Alma Mater

Words by: Alvin M. Fountain, ’23
Music by: Bonnie F. Norris Jr., ’23

Where the winds of Dixie softly blow
o’er the fields of Caroline,
There stands ever cherished NC State,
as thy honored shrine.
So lift your voices; Loudly sing
from hill to oceanside!
Our hearts ever hold you, NC State
in the folds of our love and pride.

Congratulations, Graduates!

All May 2021 graduates are considered candidates for graduation until final graduation clearance is completed on June 15, 2021. Diplomas and diploma covers will be mailed to graduates by the NC State Office of Registration and Records during the last week of June 2021.

In accordance with The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974, names of students with a full privacy block have been withheld from this publication.

This program is prepared for informational purposes only. The appearance of an individual’s name does not constitute the University’s acknowledgment, certification or representation that the individual has fulfilled the requirements for a degree.
NC State University promotes equal opportunity and prohibits discrimination and harassment based upon one’s age, color, disability, gender identity, genetic information, national origin, race, religion, sex (including pregnancy), sexual orientation and veteran status. 1,000 copies of this public document were printed at a cost of $1.65 per copy.